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GamePower7 fires up Culturalized Action Game
“Adrenaline” for MENA region.
The Sci-Fi game comes with Arabic maps
and full enhanced weaponry.
Dubai –June 4 2014
Game Power7,the leading Arabic publisher of mobile and free-to-play online games
announced yesterday the commercial launch of its new sci-fi, FPS game titled ”Adrenaline”.
Following on the heels of successful open beta testing, “Adrenaline” is now fully live and
ready to play with an updated client featuring a wealth of exciting new additions and
improvements including Arabic and extended maps.
Recently, Game power 7 acquired the rights on sole publishing and distributing of “Adrenaline”,
which was known previously as “Repulse”. The game witnessed huge popularity before it was
stopped due to Cash-strapped.

*** To be continued***
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Meanwhile GP7 successfully culturalized the game to fit special cultural environment of the
MENA region, Arabic language voice-over and text was used plus a total localization process
took place.
A set of battles are waiting to begin with 10 playing modes and three fighting characters.
Character’s enhanced movement abilities and fast-paced combat make this MMOFPS a
profound experience.
Starting the game, players must create a soldier before battling enemies through a unique

challenge in a variety of hard-hitting PvP and PvE modes, supported by a wide arsenal of
both high-tech and classic weaponry.
Players can easily download and register for free play by visiting game’s page link, and get
the latest game news on Facebook and Twitter.
Play -for -free: http://adrenaline.gamepower7.com/register
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpcE58ct24w
Facebook: www.facebook.com/adrenalineFPS
Twitter: twitter.com/AdrenalineFPS

***30 ***
About the company:
Game Power 7 was founded in 2007 as the first leading Arabic company in the field of online
and mobile gaming.

As a part of the media group Spacetoon International, Game Power 7 presented innovative
products based on localizing games from different cultures to fit the Arabic culture, values
and traditions.

Relying on Arab talents, the company released a variety of exceptional games, the most
popular one was Arabic Rapplez launched in 2008 as the 1st Arabic 3D online game. The
game populations exceed one million players.
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Game Power 7 has operation centers in three Arab countries with the headquarters in Dubai
Media City. As part of the company's dedication to managing the community of Arab
gamers, the company uniquely formed a Community Management QA team and a
Culturalization and Cultural Content team.

Game Power7 has created a network of international business relations, that in-turn made the
Middle East a magnet for world-class game developers. The company also supports many
social programs for youth and local communities.
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